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How did you get into
evolutionary genetics? It started
at about age 16 when I read
Sinclair Lewis’s Arrowsmith, the
best novel about science. The
book’s vision of the researcher as
a lonely truth-seeker, working
against all odds — and all
administrators — made biology
seem glamorous and exciting. I
went to university to study marine
biology, but got waylaid by
charismatic teachers — especially
Bruce Grant, who also mentored
my own Ph.D. student and co-
author Allen Orr — into evolution
and genetics. I can pinpoint the
exact moment when I decided to
become a geneticist. One of our
labs in introductory genetics
class involved identifying a white-
eyed mutation in Drosophila.
Crossing it to the normal red-
eyed stock, I got all red-eyed
offspring. Intercrossing these, I
recovered not two but four colors
in the F2: orange, red, white and
brown. This bizarre result gnawed
on me for days. Suddenly, sitting
by the pool in swimming class, it
hit me that white eyes were
produced by a combination of
two mutations, one blocking
production of red pigment and
the other brown. I went back to
the lab, mapped them, and found
that they were linked to each
other on the second chromosome
(they turned out to be cinnabar
and brown.) This clean-cut result
hooked me on genetics, and I’ve
been doing flies ever since. Soon
thereafter I read Ernst Mayr’s
Animal Species and Evolution
(1962), which turned me toward
evolutionary biology.
What other works have
influenced you? More often books
than papers. The Origin of Species,
of course — the best popular
science book ever written, and one
that never dates. Dobzhansky’s
Genetics and the Origin of Species
(1937), the book that launched the
Modern Synthesis, and G.G.
Simpson’s The Major Features of
Evolution (1953). It is not often
noticed that Dobzhansky, Mayr
and Simpson were all masters of
graceful technical prose. My
favorite paper is Meselson and
Stahl’s famous demonstration of
the semiconservative replication of
DNA (Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA
1958 44, 671-682). This has been
called “the most beautiful
experiment in biology” and, as an
extremely simple experiment that
decisively answered its question, is
the ideal for my own work. 
I also love popular scientific
writing, including the early, pre-
verbose Steve Gould (The
Mismeasure of Man), and nearly
anything by Richard Dawkins. My
favorite essayists are those who
expose fraud and foible. These
include Fred Crews on Freud, and
Steven Weinberg on religion; both
are marvelous writers. From an
earlier generation, it is hard to
match Peter Medawar. His
damning assessment of Teilhard
de Chardin’s “The Phenomenon of
Man” in The Art of the Soluble
(1967) is the best book review by a
scientist I’ve ever read.
(Unfortunately, Teilhard was much
admired by Dobzhansky.)
Do you have any scientific
heroes? I hate to use the word
‘hero’ in connection with Dick
Lewontin, as it would make him
cringe, but, as my doctoral advisor
at Harvard, he was a fantastic role
model. Lewontin is the complete
scientist — a great thinker, writer,
speaker and teacher, and an
intellectual in the deepest sense.
He also never ages, which
depresses me as I encroach on
middle age. Once I realized that I
could never match his
achievements — this took two
horrible self-denigrating years — I
finally admitted my ignorance and
really began to learn. When I gave
Lewontin my first paper, I put his
name under mine as an author,
assuming that this was the norm.
He returned it the next day with
comments and a big red X through
his name. He told me, “Don't ever
do this again. People only get their
names on papers if they do some
of the work”.
What are the best perks about
being a scientist? The almost
complete freedom of work, which
is shared only by artists and rock
stars. You can do what you want
when you want, and dress how
you want. When I was younger, I
vowed that I’d never have a job in
which I’d have to wear a tie-or
even ‘professional’ clothes. In this
I’ve succeeded. One of the great
pleasures of science is
professional travel: what other
vocation gives you an automatic
membership in a worldwide social
club? And working with scientists
in other countries gives you
insights you simply cannot get as
a tourist. 
Do you engage in any science-
related activities for the public?
Once I learned how to be a
professor, I needed new
challenges. It’s our responsibility
as American evolutionists to
combat creationism, which is far
more entrenched here than in the
UK. I’m also trying my hand at
popular writing — mostly book
reviews — which is a lot of fun but
a huge amount of work. Finally, for
several years I was an expert
witness for the defense in DNA-
related criminal cases, including
the notorious O.J. Simpson trial.
(The government was misusing
population-genetic data to
produce erroneous probabilities of
DNA matches). I have never faced
a greater challenge than clashing
with a zealous prosecutor
determined to disparage my
character, qualifications and
calculations. 
What is the least attractive
aspect of your field? Without
doubt, it is the adoption by
evolutionary biology of the
‘assembly line’ model of science
as practiced in many large
molecular biology labs. As my field
becomes more molecular, the labs
get larger, professors abandon lab
work to become supervisors, and
students increasingly become
interchangeable cogs in giant,
grant-fuelled research machines
that sap their independence and
potential. Increasingly, professors
routinely put their names on
students’ papers, gaining
gratuitous co-authorships that are
not only undeserved but
unnecessary. Funding agencies
don’t care whose name is on the
paper, so long as it comes from
the investigator’s lab. Another
invidious trend is the increasing
pressure on researchers to get not
one grant, but multiple grants to
raise overhead money for the
university. More and more, one’s
standing is judged by grant
income rather than research
quality. This has deeply corrupted
biological research in America. 
What advice would you give a
beginning graduate student?
Don’t be afraid to look stupid:
you’ll never learn anything if you're
afraid to ask ‘dumb’ questions.
Experiments will often go wrong:
behind every successful scientist
there is a hidden string of failures,
which are inevitable when finding
out how something really works.
All experiments obey Coyne’s
Law: the real time necessary to do
an experiment is triple the
expected time. If you’re not in the
lab on weekends, it’s a bad sign.
Hard work is much more important
than brains. Finally, don’t let
anyone put their name on your
papers unless they did some of
the work (funding doesn’t count)!
What kind of research would
you encourage in evolutionary
biology? Systematics is the
backbone of all work in evolution,
including speciation, and is an
underappreciated field that has
made huge contributions to our
understanding of nature.
Genomics and bioinformatics —
the current fads in a faddish field
—have also been quite powerful,
but at some point we’ll need to
understand those DNA changes
by going back to study the whole
organism in its environment.
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Where the wild gorillas are.
Gorillas live only in the forests of
equatorial Africa.  Their
distribution is strikingly
discontinuous, with the majority of
wild gorillas found in west-central
Africa in Gabon, Republic of
Congo, and neighboring
countries, while much smaller
populations exist about 1000 km
away in eastern Democratic
Republic of Congo, Uganda and
Rwanda. Good estimates are hard
to come by, but the gorillas in the
east total perhaps in the tens of
thousands, including the mountain
gorilla, which has experienced a
slight rebound in the past few
years and now numbers about
650 individuals in two separate
populations. Recent reports
suggest that the Ebola virus is one
likely cause of the recent
disappearance of at least half of
the 90,000 gorillas estimated
formerly to live in west-central
Africa. In addition to disease,
gorillas are highly threatened by
the commercial bushmeat trade
and so enforcement of anti-
poaching laws is a top priority for
gorilla conservation efforts. 
You can call me gorilla. But it is
worth noting that two species of
gorillas have recently been
officially recognized. The
mountain and lowland gorillas of
East Africa are dubbed Gorilla
beringei, while the western
gorillas have the simpler moniker
Gorilla gorilla. The classification
as two separate gorilla species
rests principally upon
reinterpretation of differences in
cranial measures and general
morphology. Some estimates of
molecular divergence times
based upon mitochondrial DNA
data are similar for the two
gorillas and for chimpanzees and
bonobos, on the order of one to
two million years ago, hinting that
concurrent biogeographic events
may have influenced the
evolution of these apes. 
Compared to African apes, by
nearly all measures humans have
reduced genetic diversity, which
has been attributed to a
population history featuring a
severe bottleneck and subsequent
expansion. The demographic
histories of the chimpanzees and
western gorillas appear to have
been more stable, but it is still a
bit of a puzzle as to which one
contains higher average levels of
genetic diversity. Analyses of
mitochondrial DNA suggest that
chimpanzees and gorillas are
three and two times as variable as
humans, respectively, but a recent
analysis considering variation at a
large number of nuclear loci puts
gorillas in the lead. Such
comparisons are complicated by
population structure, and an
excess of intermediate-frequency
single nucleotide polymorphisms
in gorillas suggests a history of
population subdivision.
Investigation of that possibility,
and a generally better view of the
effects of social structure and
past changes in population size
on genetic diversity, demands
analysis of samples from known
localities in the wild. This is easier
said than done, but recent results
suggest that it may be possible to
generate nuclear sequences up to
1 kilobase in length using DNA
extracted from feces.
Who’s the odd ape out? The
visible similarities between
gorillas and chimpanzees — for
example, knuckle walking,
abundant body hair and thin tooth
enamel — gave a long-standing,
yet misleading, impression that
these apes were sister taxa, and
that humans were the exceptional
outgroup in this hominoid trio. It is
now clear, however, that humans
and chimpanzees are the most
similar of the three for the majority
of their genomes, but for some
parts of the genome, it is either
humans and gorillas, or gorillas
and chimps that are the closest
relatives.
This implies that the events in
the late Miocene that led to the
evolution of gorillas,
chimpanzees, and humans from a
single common ancestor occurred
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